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 - Figs cut and de-stemmed by April Porter of Southern Blueberry. For those looking for juicy pieces of whole fruit in this container, they are not to be missed! Very juicy with tons of flavor. Not sure that you could eat the entire thing, but still is a tasty treat. Good for appetizers. Rns 510 Poinspector 5 7 14 from S.LaZ.H - AJa by April Porter. - Figs cut and de-stemmed by April Porter of Southern
Blueberry. Rating: 9 out of 10 based on 6 customer ratings 5 customer reviews Hey, Do you have to use sugar to preserve figs. Or can you use the figs. Thanx, Tom Hello Tom, I think the figs should be perfectly fine without sugar, as long as the water is in the range of 180-200 degrees F. I have some raw figs in my fridge right now that I am trying to hold on to for a few days. I am wondering if they
will keep just fine like that? I always look for the best deals on fresh fruits and vegetables and then freeze them. I love them because I can keep them in the freezer and just pull one out whenever I want a quick breakfast or dessert. Thank you for your feedback! Sincerely, April Porter Apr 17, 2009 Thank you, This was delicious. Do you do anything else to the figs before freezing? If you have any

additional questions, I would be happy to help you out! Apr 16, 2009 Yes, April Porter of Southern Blueberry is a big fan of frozen figs. Not only can they be added to sweet or savory dishes but they are also excellent on their own as a healthy breakfast. They are a fantastic option to use up those excess figs on your plant! Rns 510 Poinspector 5 7 14 from S.La 82157476af
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